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Abstract
In an Internet of Things (IoT)-configured system, each device executes on-chip software. Recent IoT devices require fast execution time of complex services, such as analyzing a large amount of data, while maintaining low-power computation. As service complexity increases, the service requires high-performance computing and more space for embedded space. However, the low performance of IoT edge devices and their small memory size can hinder the complex and diverse operations of IoT services. In this paper, we propose a remote on-demand software code execution unit using the cloudification of on-chip code memory to accelerate the program execution of an IoT edge device with a low-performance processor. We propose a simulation approach to distribute remote code executed on the server side and on the edge side according to the program’s computational and communicational needs. Our on-demand remote code execution unit simulation platform, which includes an instruction set simulator based on 16-bit ARM Thumb instruction set architecture, successfully emulates the architectural behavior of on-chip flash memory, enabling embedded devices to accelerate and execute software using remote execution code in the IoT environment.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the Internet of Things (IoT) has reached the stage in which an artificial intelligence (AI) system can be embedded away from simple data processing at the edge [1–4]. This embedded AI system provides services tailored to the user’s characteristics at the embedded edges [5,6]. The edge used in an embedded AI system must embed the full code of the service and requires a processor to execute the service. In other words, the edge needs much power and a large hardware size to support a large memory size and high-end processors and accelerators [7–11]. However, embedded IoT devices have a small hardware size and power-consumption limitations for portability [12,13]. The embedded system has several disadvantages. All services must run on one edge, so they must be designed by the same hardware architecture and the same software structure. Each service provider needs to consider the interactions with other services when creating a service. Hence, previous systems are not scalable because all the connection code between
services must be implemented at the base code, which is be embedded at the edge [14–16]. This is not secure because the server requires full code of the service to integrate the services into the base code [17–22]. Distributed computing is studied to solve the problems that occur because all code is stored in the edge device [23]. It diversifies the services that an edge can provide because it shares the software of the server and the edge. Each software is executed in the owning device, so the security is guaranteed. However, it needs many data transmissions for executing programs in distributed code, and complex algorithms to control the heterogeneous systems. We propose a remote code execution unit that provides flexible services with a small hardware size. This proposed unit provides flexible services by selecting codes stored in the server in real time according to the internal configuration. It can also reduce execution time by using various resources on the server with small size edge hardware.

This paper proposes a method that distributes the service code with the cloud server. The method executes the parts of the edge’s service code in remote servers through the cloudification of on-chip flash memory. On-chip flash memory cloudification aims at the hybrid computation of on-chip remote execution and on-cloud remote execution [24–26]. On-chip remote execution means that the service code on the server, which is requested by the edge, is executed at the edge’s processor. On-cloud execution means that the service code is executed at the server, and the results are sent to the edge [27,28]. The on-chip execution code does not require data communication time because the embedded device can immediately process the collected data, but the program execution time is long due to the embedded device’s low-performance. The on-cloud execution code, on the other hand, allows the server’s high-performance processors and accelerators to be used, which speeds up the program execution but requires data-transmission time [29]. To reduce the program execution time, the ratio of the on-chip execution code to the on-cloud execution code must be efficiently distributed [30]. The distribution ratio is derived using the proposed simulation platform.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the cloudification of the on-chip flash memory simulation structure for acceleration in an IoT environment. In Section 3, we analyze the simulation results in the proposed simulation structure. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Proposed Architecture

In this paper, we propose a method of solving code memory shortage and slow execution speed due to the small size of an embedded device using remote execution code. Fig. 1 shows the execution flow of the software embedded at the edge. As shown in Fig. 1, the main code selects multiple services according to the conditions and accesses them through different interfaces for each service. The complexity and size of the embedded software increase as the services are added, due to the overlapping structure of the many branch statements. Each service requires the interface code to access the service and the stub code for interaction between services.

Fig. 2 shows the process of adding or modifying a service in the main code. If the service company develop the service on a different hardware architecture, then it must be cross-compiled with the same architecture as the edge device on which the program is executed. To make one program using different interface for each company, the stub code must be directly designed in the main code. After using the stub code to implement the service code into the main code, all the main code must be built. If one service is modified, then the embedded code has low scalability because the entire service must be re-built after
the service is modified. The method of recompiling or designing the stub code creates a security problem because the service companies must send the entire source file to the company that designed the main code.

Fig. 1. The execution flow of the software embedded in the edge.

Fig. 2. The process of adding new services.

Fig. 3 shows the execution flow of the remote on-demand code used in this paper. In the remote execution code, the functions and connection information of each service’s code and the main code are separated. Each service’s code is designed with a different architecture and code structure for each company and creates a communication interface according to the stub virtual procedure interface (VPI). The stub VPI helps to access the same kind of services using the same interface when connecting to the service from the main code. The main code has a simple code structure without conditional statements for selecting a service through the stub VPI. The connection information for selecting a service is described separately to help the stub VPI allocate a desired service to a simplified interface. The service
requested by the main code is executed on the server, where the service is located, and only the results are delivered to the edge, so the service company does not need to match the same hardware architecture and code structure with those of the edge device. Moreover, the service company does not need to share the source code to design the stub of the main code, thus providing excellent security. The remote code execution is highly scalable. Even if a service is added or modified, it is not necessary to build the entire system.

Fig. 3. The execution flow of the remote on-demand code execution.

Fig. 4 shows the interface structure of the base code and the service code when using remote execution code. Fig. 4(a) shows an IoT system in which the edge using the remote execution code and the server providing the service are connected in complex. Because the interface of the base code, which is executed on the edge, is different from the service, which is provided by the server, the developer must design the stub code between the interface of all services and the base code to create the integrated embedded software. Using the remote execution code, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the service developer creates an interface according to the remote execution code’s VPI. The embedded edge creates a configuration file consisting of the service information and the connection information by selecting the services suitable for a given situation, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The interface, which is simplified by the stub VPI, can easily make a connection between the base code and service code with the configuration file.

Fig. 4. The interface structure of the base code and the service code using remote execution code: (a) connected IoT, (b) software interfaces, and (c) calling connection.
Fig. 5(a) shows the concept of edge-side remote on-demand code execution (ROCE). The processor requires four steps to execute the instruction: instruction-fetch, instruction decode, execution, and write-back. The on-chip remote execution basically runs the code on its own processor. During the instruction-fetch stage, the ROCE client requests the code from the server. The server receives the request and transmits the code in the repository through the ROCE server. The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) of the edge executes code received through the ROCE client, and the ROCE client and the ROCE server prepare the next code to be executed by the ALU; thereby, the edge’s on-chip flash memory is cloudified. Using the edge-side ROCE, the embedded device uses the server’s code storage as virtual memory, which reduces the limitation of the program size, that the embedded device can execute on it.

The concept of server-side ROCE is shown in Fig. 5(b). In the instruction-fetch stage, the edge executes the server-side remote instructions. The ROCE client requests the service at the server in the same way as in edge-side ROCE. The server searches for requested code in the repository, executes it using its processor and accelerators, and transmits the results to the edge through the ROCE server. From the perspective of the embedded edge, the server-side remote execution code seems to do many operations in one instruction, like a complex instruction. With server-side ROCE, the embedded device uses the server as a hardware accelerator that processes a service. Because an operation that requires significant power is executed on a high-speed server, the embedded device utilizing server-side ROCE reduces both the execution time and the power consumption. Because the edge-side ROCE processes the service code at the edge, no data-transfer time is required, but the execution time is long due to the low-performance processor. In contrast, server-side ROCE involves processing the service code on the server using a high-performance processor, so the execution time is short, but it requires data-transmission time. Therefore, to reduce the execution time, the ratio of the edge-side remote code to the server-side remote code must be controlled depending on the program.

We designed a platform to efficiently partition the ratio of the edge-side remote code to the server-side remote code. Fig. 6 shows the platform used to find the ratio of the edge-side remote execution code to the server-side remote execution code. It consists of a connection layer, a code-generation layer, a simulation layer, and a reporting layer. The hardware-connection information of the IoT system to be simulated is implemented at the simulation layer. The connection layer receives the hardware-connection information from the simulation layer and adjusts the ratio of the edge-side remote code to the server-side remote code in order to make the program’s virtual connection structure. The code-generation layer generates the simulation code using virtual connections created at the connection layer. The simulation layer simulates the code using hardware information. The platform iterates between modeling and simulation, consisting of the connection layer, code-generation layer, and simulation layer, while
controlling the ratio of the server-side remote code to the edge-side remote code. Then, the report layer shows the results of the repeated simulation. The user can find the optimal ratio of the code in the report layer.

![Layer Structure of the Simulation Platform with ROCE](image)

**Fig. 6.** The layer structure of the simulation platform with ROCE.

![Conceputal Connections](image)

**Fig. 7.** The process by which the conceptual connections are made in the connection layer.

As shown in Fig. 7, the connection layer separates the entire main code into service code, base code, and connection information. The separated code is generated as the edge-side remote execution node, the server-side remote execution node, and the VPI layer node according to the ratio’s parameter. The generated nodes are arranged and connected according to the hardware connection information given by the simulation layer.

Each service consists of static code and dynamic code. The static code does not change even if the connection changes, and it contains information about the program’s operation. The dynamic code has the connection information, so it changes when the connection changes. In the code-generation layer, each node’s static code and dynamic code are separated, and the simulation code is created by changing...
the dynamic code according to the conceptual connection. In the simulation layer, the simulation code
created in the generation layer is simulated through the real hardware or an emulator. The base code is
embedded in the edge to execute the program. When the edge-side remote code is executed from the base
code, the request is sent to the server through the gateway. The server transmits the requested remote
code to the edge, and the edge executes the code through its own processor. When executing the server-
side remote code from base code, the requested server uses its own processor and accelerator. Then, the
result is passed to the edge.

We designed an instruction set simulator (ISS) based on the 16-bit ARM Thumb instruction set
architecture (ISA) to emulate many edges and servers. Fig. 8 shows the concept of the designed ISS. The
ISS successfully emulates the behavior of the simple ARM processor, which fetches and executes binary
code. Because this paper’s aim is to execute a program using remote execution code, the ISS basically
receives and executes the code from the cloudified memory for program execution. The code fetched
from the cloudified memory is temporarily stored in the random access memory (RAM). The stored
program code is decoded and executed according to the program counter (PC) in the ISS. The analyzer
measures the power consumption and execution time of the processor emulated by the ISS.

![Fig. 8. The concept of the instruction set simulator based on ARM Thumb instruction set architecture.](image)

Fig. 9 shows the remote execution code system when ISS emulates the edge. The edge requests the
desired program code through the remote procedure call (RPC) caller. The gateway receives requests at
each edge through the RPC callee, and the scheduler sequentially attaches the connectors to the server.
The connector controls the communication link between the server and the edge. After the connector is
linked, the server processes the requests that arrive at multiple edges through the task manager. Edge-
side remote execution code is found in the storage and sent through the connector. In the case of the
server-side remote execution code, the code in the storage is executed at the server’s processor with the
accelerators. Then, the results are sent to the edge through the connector.

![Fig. 9. The edge-server model for supporting multiple calls of remote execution code.](image)
3. Experiments and Results

We implemented the proposed IoT system with 3 servers, 50 virtual edges, and 1 gateway and tested the effectiveness of the remote execution code. Three ODROID-XU4 devices were used to simulate the cloud server, and an ARTiGO A820 was used to simulate a gateway and the virtual edges. The ODROID-XU4 and ARTiGO A820 are based on the Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. Table 1 shows the CPU and memory specifications of the ODROID-XU4 and ARTiGO A820.

We implemented and simulated the proposed structure in the hardware environment shown in Fig. 10. The simulation used a program that executed n-dimensional square matrix data as a benchmark. The ARTiGO A820 device simulated the behavior of the gateway and the edges, and the ODROID-XU4 simulated the server’s role. Using a program to multiply square matrices with the same numbers of rows and columns, we compared the execution time using the server-side execution code and the execution time using the edge-side execution code.

Table 1. Specifications of the ODROID-XU4 and ARTiGO A820

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ODROID-XU4</th>
<th>ARTiGO A820</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM Cortex-A15 @ 2 GHz quad-core</td>
<td>ARM Cortex-A9 @ 1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM Cortex-A7 quad-core</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GB LPDDR3 RAM 14.9 GB/s</td>
<td>1 GB DDR3 SDRAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. ODROID-XU4 and ARTiGO A820 for remote execution code simulation.

Fig. 11 shows the execution time according to the number of matrix rows. The horizontal axis represents the number of square matrix rows calculated by the program, and the vertical axis represents the program execution time. When the amount of calculated data is small (the number of rows is 10), executing the program on the edge-side is faster than doing so using server-side remote execution code. This is because it takes more time to transfer data from the edge to the server than the execution time that decreased due to computational acceleration. However, as the number of rows increases, more data need to be calculated, and the program needs to perform more, resulting in faster program execution times when executing the server-side remote execution code. The execution time for 50-row square matrix multiplication using the server-side remote execution code was 6.35 ms, which is about 50% less than the 12.56 ms when using the edge-side remote execution code.
Fig. 11. Execution time according to the number of matrix rows.

Fig. 12 shows execution time results when using the edge-side versus server-side remote execution code, for which several edges are connected. We simulated the system that collects data from the edge’s sensors and compares the data with other edges to process the data. When the program, which needed heavy computation, was executed by the edge-side remote execution code, it took 30.03 seconds because of the low performance of the processor at the edge. However, when the program was executed by the server-side remote execution code, the total execution time was reduced to 18.07 seconds because the computation times of the edge and the server decreased, even if the communication time increased. On the other hand, when the program with significant data exchange was executed by the edge-side remote execution code, the communication time was longer than the computation time at the edge. The computation time decreased when running the communication-intensive program using the server-side remote execution code. However, the computation time did not decrease much when viewed at full scale. Rather, the communication time increased, so the program’s overall execution time also increased. As a result, the proposed platform accelerates code using server-side ROCE in a computation-intensive situation to reduce execution time. In a communication-intensive situation, the platform preprocesses the data using edge-side ROCE to reduce data transmission time, thereby reducing execution time. In future work, we will use the proposed platform to optimize the ratio of the edge-side remote code and the server-side remote code, and compare the execution time of the edge-side ROCE intensive program, the server-side ROCE intensive program, and the optimized ROCE in various IoT situations.

Fig. 12. Case study: the execution time of the edge-side and server-side remote execution code.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an IoT architecture that uses a server as an accelerator as well as on-demand remote execution code in embedded devices with small memory size and low power consumption. In the proposed structure, the embedded device represented by the edge executes the service requiring acceleration by using remote execution code. The remote execution code requested by the edge is sent to the server through the gateway. Each service company has a server with a repository that stores the service code and the processor to execute the code. The proposed system uses VPI to match the interface between the edge and the server, so that the remote code can select various codes with a simple configuration. The server requested to run the remote code executes the service using its processor and accelerators and transmits the results to the edge. When a program requiring a large amount of computation is executed in an embedded device using the proposed structure, the program execution time is reduced as when using a hardware accelerator. In a communication-intensive situation, the proposed system can reduce program execution time by increasing the ratio of edge-side ROCE to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted. The embedded devices can achieve short program execution time and low power consumption by using remote execution code, which acts as an accelerator within a limited hardware size. The cloudification of on-chip code memory helps to reduce the size of the memory in the embedded devices and helps to reduce the program execution time by making it easy to execute the server-side remote code.
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